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Abstract 
Denote by G the complementary graph of a graph G. F ~_ E(G) is called a fill-in of G, if G + F 
is a chordal graph. A minimum fill-in of G is a fill-in of G with minimum cardinality. In this 
paper we show that, for a k-connected graph G, if v is a vertex of G with degree k, and there 
exists a (k - 1)-clique of G contained in N(v), then for every minimum fill-in F of G - v - Eo, 
F w E0 is a minimum fill-in of G, where Eo = {xy ~ E(G)]x,y ~ N(v)}. Using this local reductive 
elimination we design a linear time algorithm to solve the minimum fill-in problem for Halin 
graphs. We also show that the cardinality of the minimum fill-in of a Halin graph can be 
denoted by a formula. 
1. Introduction 
Let G(V, E) be a finite simple graph. We denote by t~ the complementary graph of 
G. I fX  _ V(G) then the induced subgraph G[X] is defined as the subgraph of G with 
vertex set X and all edges of E(G) with both endvertices in X. The neighborhood of 
a vertex x is the set N(x) = {y e V(G) lxy ~ E(G)}. A graph G is chordal if any circuit 
of G with length four or more contains a chord. 
A combinatorial problem in matrix computations i to minimize the number of 
fill-in nonzeros in the Gaussian elimination of a symmetric positive definite matrix 
(see [-3, 5]). This problem can be described by terms of graph theory equivalently. 
For a graph G, we call F ~_ E(G) a fill-in of G, if G + F is a chordal graph. We 
denote f(G) = min{JF[ [F is a fill-in of G} and call f(G) the fill-in number of G. 
A fill-in F of G satisfying IF[ =f (G)  is called a minimum fill-in of G. 
It is proved in [6-] that the decision version of a minimum fill-in problem is 
NP-complete. When k is a fixed number, it is easy to see that the problem 'whether 
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there is a fill-in F of G such that IFI ~< k' is polynomially solvable. Especially when 
k = 0 the above problem is equivalent to the recognition of chordal graphs and was 
discussed by some authors (we can see [2] for some discussions). We proved in [7] 
that 
Theorem 1.1 (Yuan and Zhang [7]). Suppose that G is a 2-connected graph with 
a vertex v of degree 2, and x and y are the two vertices adjacent to v. Then 
f(G) = f(G - v) if xy e E(G), f(G) = f(G - v + xy) + 1 if xy ~ E(G). 
Using the above theorem, we get 
Theorem 1.2 (Yuan and Zhang [7]). The decision version of the minimum fill-in 
problem for bipartite graphs is NP-complete. 
It is shown in [7] that the minimum fill-in problem for outerplanar graphs can be 
solved in linear time by using Theorem 1.1. 
In this paper, we give a decomposition theorem for the fill-in of graphs and 
generalize Theorem 1.1. Using the generalized version we get a linear time algorithm 
to solve the minimum fill-in problem for Halin graphs defined in [4]. 
2. A local reductive elimination under certain conditions 
Lemma 2.1. I f  G is a chordal graph, then every induced subgraph of G is still a chordal 
graph. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  G is a k-connected chordal graph, then every edge of G is contained in at 
least k - 1 triangles. 
Proof. Choose uv e E(G) arbitrarily. Set X = {x e V(G) I (x, u, v, x) is a triangle of G }. 
We only need to prove that I Xf/> k - 1. 
Assume to the contrary that IX I ~< k - 2. Then G - X is a 2-connected chordal 
graph, and uv is contained in no triangle of G - X. Suppose that C is a circuit of 
G - X which contains uv and has minimum length, then C is an induced circuit with 
length at least 4. This contradicts that G - X is a chordal graph. [] 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that G is the union of two graphs G I and G2, say G = G1 w G2. I f  
G 1 n G 2 is a complete subgraph of G, then f(G) =f(Gl)  +f(G2). Furthermore, ifF~ is 
a minimum fill-in of Gifor i = 1,2, then F1 w F 2 is a minimum fill-in of G. 
Proof. Suppose that Fi is a minimum fill-in of Gi, then Gi + Fi is a chordal graph for 
i=1 ,2 .  For the reason that G I~G2 is a clique of G, we can easily see that 
G + FI w F2 is also a chordal graph. Hence F~ w F2 is a fill-in of G. Furthermore, we 
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claim that FI c) F2 is also a minimum fill-in of G. In fact, if F is a minimum fill-in 
of G, then [FI ~< IFIL + IF2I and E(G~) n F is a fill-in of Gi for i = 1,2. Thus we can 
deduce that 
iF[ >~ IE(GI) n FI + [E(G2) n FI t> ]Eli + ]F2l. 
This completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that G is a k-connected graph, v is a vertex of G with degree k. 
I f  there is a vertex x~N(v)  such that N(v)\{x} is a clique of G, then 
f(a) = T(G - v + Eo) + IEol, where Eo = {xy ~ E(G) Iy ~ N(v)\{x} . Furthermore, if 
Fo is a minimum fill-in of G - v + Eo, then Fo u Eo is a minimum fill-in of G. 
Proof. If Eo = 0, N(v)is a clique of G. By using Theorem 2.3, each minimum fill-in of 
G - v is also a minimum fill-in of G. 
If Eo 4 0, we can suppose that F is a minimum fill-in of G such that IF n Eo I is as 
large as possible. We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: Eo ~- F. In this case, it is easy to see that F\Eo is a fill-in of G + Eo. On 
the other hand, for each minimum fill-in Fo of G - v + Eo, Fo u Eo must be a fill-in 
of G. Hence 
AG) -  IFI = IF\Eol  + IEol >~f(G + Eo)+ IEol 
=f(G -v  + Eo) + [Eol - IFol + IEol = [Fo ~ Eol >~f(G). 
This implies that f(G) =f(G - v + Eo) + [Eo[, and Fo w Eo is also a minimum fill-in 
of G. 
Case 2: lEo\F[ >/1. Set Y= {yE N(v) [xye  Eo \F} , r  = [Y[. Then r >~ 1. For the 
reason that G + F is a k-connected chordal graph, there must be at least k - 1 
triangles of G + F which contains vx. Set X = {u ~ V(G)\N(v)[ (x, u, v, x) is a triangle 
of G + F},s = IX[. Then s/> r. Suppose 
No+ F(v) \(N (v) n N (x)) = {x, Yl, Y2 .... , Yt } , 
where the first rth yi consist of Y and the last sth y~ consist of X. Now we construct 
a subset of E(G) as follows: 
F' = (F u {xyi[yi~ X})\{vy~[yi~ r} .  
It is easy to see that ]F'] ~< IF] + ( t - s ) - ( t - r )~< IF]. We claim that F'  is also 
a min imum fill-in of G. 
Assume to the contrary that F'  is not a fill-in of G, then G + F'  is not a chordal 
graph. Hence there exists an induced circuit C of G + F'  with length four or more. 
Thus we can deduce the following facts. 
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Observation 1. v ~ V(C). 
In fact, we only need to note that N(v) = N~+F,(v) is a clique in G + F'. 
Observation 2. x ~ V(C) and there is some Yi e X such that xy~ ~ E(C). 
Otherwise, C is also an induced circuit of the chordal graph G + F. 
Observation 3. If y~ e V(C), then xy~ ~ E(C). 
Otherwise, xyi is a chord of C in graph G + F'. 
Set T= {Y~IYi~ V(C),I ~< i~< t}. According to Observations 2 and 3, we 
easily see 
can 
Observation 4. 1 ~ I TI ~< 2. 
Now we consider the following two subcases. 
Case 2.1: IT[ = 1. Suppose T = {Yl}, then by Observation 3 we have xyi ~ E(C). If 
xyi ~ E(G + F), then C is an induced circuit of the chordal graph G + F; and if 
xyi ~ E(G + F), then C - xy~ + xv + vy~ is an induced circuit of G + F. Thus we 
always have a contradiction. 
Case 2.2: [T I=2.  Suppose T={y i ,  yj}, then by Observation 3 we have 
xy~, xyj  ~ E(C). This time, C - x + vy~ + vyj is an induced circuit of G + F. This is 
also a contradiction. 
The above discussions prove that F' is a minimum fill-in of G. But 
IF' ~ Eo] > IF n Eo[, this contradicts the maximality of IF c~ Eo[. Thus case 2 does 
not occur. [] 
3. Applications 
We call a planar graph G a Halin graph [4] if G is the union of a tree Tdrawn in the 
plan and a circuit C passing through every endvertex of T. Note that (the Halin graph 
defined here is a little different from that in [4]) we allow a vertex with degree 2 to 
appear in our Halin graph; but to guarantee that G is a simple graph, the maximum 
degree of Tshould be at least 3. In this section we give a linear time algorithm to solve 
the minimum fill-in problem for the Halin graphs. 
We will carefully choose the vertex to be eliminated such that the resulting raph is 
still a Halin graph unless the vertex number is less than four. 
If there is a vertex v of G such that d(v)=2 and N(v)={x,y} ,  according to 
Theorem 2.4 we can eliminate vertex v and add the fill-in edge xy. The resulting raph 
G - v + xy is still a Halin graph and f(G) = f (G - v + xy) + 1. This operation can be 
repeated until there is no vertex of degree 2 in the resulting graph. 
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Now suppose that the minimum degree of G is 3. Denote Vo = V(G) \ V(C). For each 
v ~ Vo define S(v) = N(v) c~ V(C). Let 
x = {x E vo I I S(x)l >/d(x) - 1 }. 
Lemma 3.1. I f  G is a Halin graph with minimum degree 3, then I XI >~ 1. 
Proof. In fact, when G is a wheel K~ + C ,X  = V(G)\V(C); and when G is not a wheel, 
X is the endvertex set of the tree G - V(C). [] 
It is easy to prove (or implied in [4]) that 
Lemma 3.2. I f  G is a Halin graph with minimum degree 3, then G is a 3-connected graph. 
Now if we choose v e X arbitrarily, then IS(v)l 1> 2 and G[S(v)] is a path or a circuit. 
If G[S(v)] is a circuit, then G=KI+C.  Suppose C=(xo ,x~ . . . . .  x,,xo), 
F = {XoXi [ 2 ~< i ~< r - 1 }. We can easily see that F is a minimum fill-in of G and 
f(G) = r - 2. This result can also be obtained by using Theorem 2.4 repeatedly under 
the elimination order (xl ,  x2 . . . . .  Xr-Z). When the vertex xi is eliminated we add the 
fill-in edge XoXi+~ for 1 ~< i <~ r -  2. If G[S(v)] is a path, we can suppose that 
G[S(v)] = (Xo,Xl ... .  ,x,)  and consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: r/> 2. In this case, we can use the elimination order (x~,x2 . . . . .  xr-~). 
When the vertex xi is eliminated we add the fill-in edge XoXi+ 1 for 1 ~< i ~< r - 1. 
Denote V(v)= {xi[ 1 ~ i <. r -  1} and E(v)= {XoXil2 <. i <<. r}. Using Theorem 2.4 
repeatedly, we can see that f (G)=f (G-  V(v )+XoX, )+ r -  1, and that if Fo is 
a minimum fill-in of G - V(v) + XoX, then Fo w E(v) is a minimum fill-in of G. We also 
notice that the resulting graph G - V(v) + XoXr is still a Halin graph with minimum 
degree 3. 
Case 2: r= l .  In this case, we suppose N(v)={Xo,X~,Z}.  According to 
Theorem 2.4, f (G)=f (G-  v + XoZ + x lz )+ 2 and if Fo is a minimum fill-in of 
G - v + XoZ + XlZ then F0 u {XoZ, XlZ} is a minimum fill-in of G. We notice that the 
resulting graph G - v + XoZ + x~z is still a Halin graph with minimum degree 3. 
The above discussion can deduce a linear time algorithm to solve the minimum 
fill-in of Halin graphs. 
Algorithm: Minimum fill-in of Halin graph 
Input: A Halin graph G = T u C. 
Step O. Set f :  = 0, F := 0, Go := G. 
Step 1. If G has a vertex of degree 2, go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
Step 2. Choose a vertex v of degree 2 in G arbitrarily. Suppose N(v)= {x, y}. Set 
G := G-  v + xy, f :=f+ 1 ,F := F u {xy}. Turn to Step 1. 
Step 3. Set X := {v~ V(G) \V(C) I [N(v )n  V(C)[/> d(v) -  1}. 
Step 4. If IX[ = 1, go to Step 5. Otherwise go to Step 6. 
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Step 5. Choose x e V(C) arbitrarily. Denote Eo = {xy[y e V(C)\{x},xy ~E(G)}. 
Set f :=f+ [EoI, F := F w E0,Go:= Go + F. Then stop. 
Step 6. Choose v e X arbitrarily. Suppose that x and y are two endvertices in 
G[N(v)c~ V(C)], and {z} = N(v)\V(C). Denote 
Ely) = {xz, yz} u {xulu e N~v) n V(C), u ~ x, xu ~ e~)} 
and 
Set 
V(v) = {v} u <N(v)n Z<C)\{x,y}). 
G:= G - V(v) + {xy, xz, yz}, f :=f+ [E(v)[, F := F w E(v). 
Furthermore, for the current graph G, set 
~X\{v} if [N(z)c~ V(C)[ < d(z ) -  1, 
X:= [(X u {z})\{v} otherwise. 
Then turn to Step 4. 
Output: The fill-in number f ,  a minimum fill-in F, and a chordal graph Go. [] 
We surprisingly find that the fill-in number of a Halin graph can be denoted by 
a formula. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that G = T u C is a Halin graph. 
V2 = {xe  V(G)\ V(C)Id(x)=2} and 113 = V(G)\(V1 u 112). Then 
f(G) = IVy[ +11121 + 21V3[- 5 = 211I(6)1- IV~l- I V2l- 5. 
Let V1 = V(C), 
Proof. In the procedure of our elimination, when a vertex of II2 is eliminated we add 
one edge to F; when a vertex of V1 is eliminated we also add one edge to F unless 
I V~ I ~< 3; and when a vertex of/I3 is eliminated we add two edges to F unless I V3[ = 1. 
Hence we have 
f (a )= lv21+( lV l l -3 )+2( IV3-1)=lV l l+ lV2 l+21w3l -5 .  [] 
Another example is the product graph Km x P,. By using Theorem 2.4 repeatedly, 
we get f (KmXP2)= m(m-  1)/2. Also by using Theorem 2.3 repeatedly, we get 
f(Km x P,) = (n - 1)f(Km x P2). Hence we have 
Theorem 3.4. f(K~ x P,) = m(m - 1) (n - 1)/2. 
4. Conclusions 
We have proved in this paper that when G is a k-connected graph, v is a vertex of 
G with degree k and there is a (k - 1)-clique of G contained in N(o), then v can be first 
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eliminated. One may think that the conditions can be weakened to that v is a vertex of 
degree k in a k-connected graph G. But G=K,+(K , ,uK I ) ,  for n />4 and 
n <<. m < n(n  - 1)/2, is a counterexample, where' + ' means the joint operation of two 
graphs. Under what condition can a vertex in a graph be first eliminated? We believe 
this problem is worthy of further research. 
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